
Artist Profile – Lyle Ashton Harris  
 
b. 1965 New York City; lives and works in New York City  
 
 When Harris was a child he was raised by a single mother and also discovered he had an 
older half-brother, both the absence of his father and the discovery of his half-brother would 
later play a role in his art work as well as the extensive photography archive his grandfather 
kept. In their youth, Harris and his brother began to do drag, as well as experiment with color. 
Harris studied at Wesleyan University, the California Institute of Arts, and the Whitney Museum 
of American Art Independent Study Program.  

Harris works with photography, collage, installation, and performance, and focuses on 
themes of politics, ethnicity, gender, sexuality, race, desire, family, and the social and cultural 
dynamic. Harris is known for using self-portraits as well as pop culture icons in his works as a 
way to play with the viewer’s expectations and perceptions. Throughout all mediums, color 
always plays an important part in Harris’ work.  

Harris’ self portraits include images where Harris will dress up in feminine costumes, 
speaking to many of the issues previously listed. He also recreated old family portraits where he 
altered the gender of the subject, for example, in one image there is a father and mother 
holding a child and Harris had himself pose as the mother and a woman pose as the father. He 
does this all while using a color scheme symbolic of African culture.  

Harris’ photographs in a series titled Excessive Exposure focus on issues of identity and 
self-representation, and they use his experience with travel and portraiture to develop these 
images. Harris photographs white, Asian, African, and African American individuals to capture 
the different shades and ranges of “blackness”, and uses texture, underexposure, shading, and 
lighting to shadow his subjects. One of Harris’ goals is to explore those darker tones, especially 
the tones that seem to be pitch black, and still detect detail in the hair or skin.  
 By creating these images, Harris is speaking to the way African Americans have been 
portrayed in Western portraiture by making his photographs open, humane, and inviting. Harris 
believes that portraiture is the process of capturing someone’s likeness as well as displaying 
their body, he also argues that portraiture unifies diverse groups of people by putting them 
under the same umbrella; the effect of portraiture, being seen, is the same for any subject who 
participates. To push the idea of being seen further, Harris wants to create a new way of seeing 
diversity with his photographs by representing his subjects in a profound and sublime way.  
 Harris has works in permanent collections at the MOMA, was a recipient of the David C. 
Driskell Prize in 2014, and was awarded the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation 
Fellowship in 2016. A few examples of Harris’ works include Blow Up IV (Sevilla) (1); a 
collage/installation work, The Child (2); a reproduction of an old family photo previously 
discussed, and Untitled (Face #170 Kehinde) (3); an example of a work in the series Excessive 
Exposure.  
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